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Abstract
In a simple digraph, a star of degree t is a union of t edges with a common tail. The
k-domination number k(G) of digraph G is the minimum number of stars of degree at most k
needed to cover the vertex set. We prove that k(T )= dn=(k +1)e when T is a tournament with
n>14k lg k vertices. This improves a result of Chen, Lu and West. We also give a short direct
proof of the result of E. Szekeres and G. Szekeres that every n-vertex tournament is dominated
by at most lg n− lg lg n+ 2 vertices. c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
In a digraph, a vertex x dominates a vertex y if xy is an edge, and a dominating
set is a set S of vertices such that every vertex outside S is dominated by some vertex
of S. The domination number (G) is the minimum size of a dominating set of G.
A tournament of order n is an orientation of the complete graph of order n; each
pair of vertices forms one (directed) edge. We are interested in dominating sets in tour-
naments. A tournament has property Sk if every set of k vertices is dominated by some
single vertex. The negation of this property is the existence of a set of size k that dom-
inates all other vertices. Thus a tournament T has property Sk if and only if (T )>k.
Let (n) be the maximum domination number over tournaments of order n. Let
f(k) be the minimum number of vertices in a tournament with property Sk . Using
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the probabilistic method, Erd}os [2] proved that there is a k0 so that for all k>k0,
f(k)6ck22k for some constant c = lg(2 + ). In other words, he proved that there
exists an order n6ck22k tournament Tn which has property Sk . Expressing k in terms
of n, we derive (n)>lg n−2 lg lg n− lg lg(2+ ) for > 0 when n is suciently large
(we use lg to denote log2).
By induction, f(k)>2k+1−1. Szekeres and Szekeres [4] improved this lower bound
proving that f(k)>2k−1(k + 2)− 1. In other words, they proved that the domination
number of all tournaments of order n62k−1(k+2)−2 is less than k; we get k6lg n−
lg lg n+2, i.e. (n)6lg n− lg lg n+2. We give a new short direct proof of this result.
We study the eect on domination of restricting the number of vertices that a single
vertex can dominate. The k-domination number k(G) is the minimum size of a domi-
nating set in G under the restriction that each vertex can be used to dominate at most
k other vertices. By the dening condition, k(G)>dn=(k + 1)e when G has order n.
In every (sub)tournament with at least 2k vertices, a vertex of maximum outdegree
dominates at least k other vertices. Extracting sets of size k + 1 until at most 2k − 1
vertices remain yields k(T )6dn=(k +1)e+ (2k − 1) for each tournament T of order
n. Our main result is that always k(T ) = dn=(k + 1)e when n>14k lg k. The constant
14 can be reduced to 4:82 (and further) when k is large.
We prove our result in the language of covering the vertices by stars. A k-star is
a simple digraph consisting of k − 1 edges with a common tail. We show that when
n>14k lg k, we can cover the vertices of T using (k+1)-stars, plus perhaps one smaller
star.
Let g(k) denote the minimum n such that every tournament of order n contains a
spanning subgraph consisting of n=k pairwise disjoint k-stars. Essentially, g(k+1) is the
desired threshold number of vertices for k-domination number of tournaments always
equaling dn=(k+1)e. Chen et al. [1] proved that k lg k−k lg lg k6g(k)64k2−6k. Our
result lowers the upper bound to 14(k − 1)lg(k − 1). Thus ck lg(k) is the right order
of growth for g(k). The study of g(k) arose from a question of Reid [3].
2. Upper bound on domination number
Here we give a new short proof of the result of Szekeres and Szekeres [4]. We
begin by selecting vertices greedily to dominate many others. When a suciently small
undominated set remains, we can either add one element to dominate it or use it as a
dominating set. We use N+G (x) and N
−
G (x) for the sets of successors (out-neighbors)
and predecessors (in-neighbors) of vertex x in a digraph G.
Theorem 1 (Szekeres and Szekeres [4]). If T is a tournament with n vertices; then
(T )6lg n− lg lg n+ 2.
Proof. We generate a sequence of subtournaments of T by deleting dominated sets
greedily. Let T1 = T . Given Ti, let xi be a vertex with maximum outdegree in Ti, let
Vi+1 = N−Ti (xi), and let Ti+1 be the subtournament induced by Vi+1.
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Let X = fx1; : : : ; xrg. Let S be the set of vertices outside X that have a predecessor
in X ; note that S = V (T ) − X − Vr+1. If some s 2 S dominates Vr+1, then X [ fsg
is a dominating set, and (T )6r +1. Otherwise, Vr+1 is itself a dominating set, since
E(T ) contains Vr+1  X .
Thus (T )6maxfr + 1; jVr+1jg. Since jVi+1j6(jVij − 1)=2, we have jVr+1j<n=2r .
With r = dlg n − lg lg n + 1e, we have (T )6lg n − lg lg n + 2, since jVi+1j6n=2r =
(lg n)=2<r + 1.
3. The main result
First we describe our approach to covering the vertices of a large tournament T with
(k + 1)-stars. Let x0 be a vertex of maximum outdegree in T , with X1 = N+(x0) and
Y 0 = N−(x0).
Step 1: By the pigeonhole principle, we can extract k-stars from Y 0 until at most
2k − 1 vertices remain there. Let Y1 denote the subset of Y 0 remaining uncovered.
Step 2. Subsequently, we extract (k+1)-stars that use at least a constant fraction of
the undominated vertices remaining in Y1. Since we start this process with a bounded
number of bad vertices (in Y1), when n is large enough we can continue this to exhaust
Y1 before exhausting X1.
Step 3: Next, we extract (k + 1)-stars from the remaining vertices of X1 until at
most 2k − 1 vertices remain.
Step 4: Since x0 dominates X1, we can complete the covering using a star centered
at a vertex of maximum remaining outdegree in X1 and a star centered at x0.
In this approach, three steps are trivial; only Step 2 presents diculty. In nding
each such star, we consider the remaining subsets of X1 and Y1. These sets are disjoint.
To handle this step, we prove a technical lemma for disjoint subsets of X and Y of T .
Given disjoint vertex sets X; Y and a xed parameter < 1 (we will use  = 1=4),
we dene several subsets of X and Y . Let A= fx 2 X : d+T (x)>kg, let B=X −A, and
let A0=fx 2 A: jN+T (x)\Y j>jY jg. Let C=fy 2 Y : d+Y (y)>jY j−1g, let D=Y −C,
and let C0 = fy 2 C: d+T (y)>kg.
Since we consider only the situation where jY j< 2k and < 1=2, any vertex in
A0 [C0 is the center of a (k +1)-star induced by X [ Y that has at least jY j vertices
in Y . Our task is to show, under appropriate conditions, A0 [ C0 is nonempty.
Lemma 1. If = 14 ; jX j>4k; and jY j< 2k; then A0 [ C0 6= ;.
Proof. Let a; b; c; d; y be the sizes of A; B; C; D; Y , respectively. Let e(R; S) denote
the number of edges from R to S in T ; if R and S are disjoint vertex sets, then
e(R; S) + e(S; R) = jRjjSj.
Suppose that A0 [C0 = ;. The emptiness of C0 will force many edges from A to Y ,
but the emptiness of A0 limits such edges. When jX j>4k, these bounds will produce
a contradiction.
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From C0=;, we have d+T (u)<k when u 2 C, so
P
u2C d
+
T (u)6(k−1)c. We obtain
a lower bound on the sum by observing that it counts the edges within C and the edges
from C to A[D (among others), so Pu2C d+T (u)>e(C; A)+e(C;D)+( c2. Combining
these inequalities yields e(C; A)6(k − 1)c − e(C;D) − ( c2. Since e(Y; A) = e(C; A) +
e(D; A) and e(D; A)6da, we obtain
e(Y; A)6(k − 1)c − e(C;D)−

c
2

+ da:
From A0 = ;, we have e(A; Y )<ay. Summing the bounds on e(Y; A) and e(A; Y )
yields
ay<ay + kc − c(c + 1)=2 + da− e(C;D): (1)
By the denition of C, each vertex of D dominates fewer than y − 1 vertices in
Y , and thus e(D;C)< (y − 1)d −

d
2

. By subtracting from d(y − d), we obtain
e(C;D)>d[(1 − )y − (d − 1)=2]. Substituting this into Eq. (1) and manipulating
terms yields
ay<ay + ky + d[a− k − (1− )y]−

c(c + 1)
2
− d(d− 1)
2

: (2)
Since every set of 2m vertices contains a vertex with outdegree at least m, we have
b62k − 1 and d62y− 3. Since c+d=y, this yields c>2y+3>d when =1=4,
so the term subtracted in Eq. (2) is (numerically) at least 7y=2. Using d  2y − 3
on the rst appearance of d in Eq. (2) yields
ay< 3ay + ky + (2y − 3)[a− k − (1− )y]− 7y=2:
Setting = 14 and rearranging yields
1
4ay<ky+
1
2y(−k− 34y)− 3(a− k− 34y)− 7y=2.
Now b62k − 1 and a + b = jX j>4k yields a> 2k >k, so we can eliminate the
appearance of a− k. This yields a< 2k − 32y− 5< 2k, which contradicts a> 2k.
Theorem 2. If n>14k lg k; then k(T )= dn=(k+1)e for every n-vertex tournament T.
Proof. We construct a covering by disjoint (k + 1)-stars as outlined in the four Steps
at the start of the section. We apply Step 1 to the predecessor set Y 0 of a vertex x0
of maximum outdegree. In addition to x0, this leaves us with uncovered vertex sets
X1 = N+(x0) and Y1N−(x0).
To perform Step 2, we extract (k + 1)-stars successively from X1 [ Y1, exhausting
Y1. Consider Xi and Yi to which the lemma applies, yielding nonemptyA0i [ C0i . The
subtournament induced by Xi [ Yi then contains a (k + 1)-star W with at least 14 jYij
vertices in Yi. We obtain Xi+1 and Yi+1 from Xi and Yi by deleting V (W ).
In order to apply the lemma, it suces to show that jXsj>4k when Ys 6= ;, and
thus A0s [ C0s 6= ; and the process continues. Since each step deletes at least a quarter
of the remaining vertices in Y1, we have
16jYsj6( 34 )s−1jY1j6( 34 )s−1(2k − 1):
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This inequality yields s61 + [lg(2k − 1)]=(2− lg 3)< 3:41 + 2:41 lg k. This bounds
the number of iterations needed to exhaust Y1.
Meanwhile, fewer than (s − 1)k vertices have been deleted from X1. Since
s − 1< 2:41 lg 2k and jX1j>(n − 1)=2>7k lg k − 12 , we have jXsj>4:59k lg k − 12 .
This exceeds 4k when k>2, as desired. (For k = 1, we have 1(T ) = d n2e.)
We have shown that Step 2 successfully exhausts Y1. Step 3 then reduces the un-
covered vertices within X1 to fewer than 2k. If there are at most k vertices in X1, then
we can use x0 as the center of the star covering all the vertices. If jX1j= k +p where
p6k − 1, then use a star of order p in the subtournament induced by X1 and use x0
as the center of the star covering all other k vertices of X1.
For suciently large k, the constant 14 can be reduced to anything exceeding
2=(2 − lg 3)  4:82, because the lower bound k lg k on the size of Xs will continue
to exceed 4k when k is suciently large. Also, for large k the constant  can be any-
thing smaller than 13 , which further improves the constant in the theorem.
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